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HHD 

 

 910989: Fix for, Null reference exception when an unsent order is found, do you want to retry sending it? 

 911307: Fix for, Required order QTY was not showing correctly for traceable products on batch/serial screen while 
live picking. 

 910608: Fix for, not showing multiple orders. 
 911344: Cancelling out of the order was not clearing the picker name against the order. 
 

Bug Fix: 
 Receive PO in batch mode was not changing comment if you have multiple PO on same CSV. 
 PO receipt, after entering or scanning picker and press enter on scanner was not getting focus on Next button. 
 Receiving PO without PO list was not showing reference & comment screen on scanner. 
 Receiving PO in batch mode with supplier code was not finding order. 
 Receive PO in batch mode was not allowing exit from PO receipt by clicking back button on scanner. 
 HHD was crashing with Null Reference when try to select delivery method by using up or down arrow key on 

scanner at the end of requisition. 
 Fix for: Added prefix "ORD" for live packing only. 
 Fix for: Live 2-step transfer was not populating product code into product field after scanning barcode. 
 Fix for: Live 2-step transfer when user scans correct W/H on TO it was showing Invalid Warehouse message. 
 Fix for: Live 2-step transfer when user scans product on TO tab it was showing "Invalid Product" while product is 

valid. 
 

LiveLink 

 

 911013: Fix for non allocated quantity orders was coming down to scanner, need to set live link configuration with 
UseAllocatedQty = 1 

 911225: Fix for The start and finished picking time was not correctly updating 

 911344: Fix for not clearing the picker name against the order when user cancel picking or part pick order. 
 910538: Added live pick by product sequence. 
 911223: Not updating MJMPICKHIS table if there is locking. 
 Fix for: After completing pro-forma from despatch manager it was allocating duplicate sales order number. 
 Fix for: Standard live picking with marshal or non-marshal was not clearing picker name if order is part picked. 
 Fix for: End picking time was not populating. 
 Fix for: LCUSER not found error. 
 Fix for: Alias IHEAD is not found error. 
 

Bridge 3 

 

 Added, F5 short cut for mark or unmark lines for PO receipt 

 Added, F5 short cut for mark or unmark lines for create PO in bridge. 
 Added, F5 short cut for mark or unmark lines for stock transfers. 
 Added F5 short cut for mark or unmark lines for stock movements. 
 Added order status on Sales order processing header screen, which will display status as a InPick or Awaiting 

Despatch. 
 911377: Opera was crashing when  "create SOP documents" or "Stock Transfer" and they have any other forms 

open in opera. 
 910786: A prompt saying that an order is in the awaiting despatched tab so an order cannot be edited. 
 Fix for: Opera was crashing with "Target Table is already engaged in a relation' File - CNAME" error, when try to 

post PO receipt while stock processing screen is open. 
 Fix for: Opera was crashing with "Alist 'CNAME' is not found.", when try to post PO receipt while BOM processing 

screen is open. 
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 Fix for: Create new PO in bridge by importing OO.csv file was not showing correct ACC the one entered on HHD. 
 Fix for: In Create new sales order in bridge when user enter location and try to save opera was crashing with 

variable ‘IT_MJMLOC’ is not found. 
 Fix for: Stock Movement was allowing user to mark the line even if there is insufficient stock in bin. 
 

Despatch Manager 

 

 Fix for: DM was crashing when try to deliver order from delivery menu. 
 Fix for: DM was crashing when trying to add Order Balance Value (ex Vat) and Foreign Order Balance Value (ex. 

vat) into Despatched tab. 
Bug Fix: 
 When try to deliver from delivery menu was not showing user friendly message if IP is incorrect. 
 911266: Despatch manager crashing when printing delivery notes 

 911011: Ex. Vat total column does not go on to despatch tab it errors out. 
 911327: Fix for, manually allocating pro-formas to a picker in DM was changing the order status. 
 911359: Added ability to select printer on completing from awaiting dispatch ("Select printer on complete in 

options) 
 911223: Updating MJMPICKHIS table issue. 
 910667: New Order marked as part picked. 
 Added, AvailablePrinters option for delivery menu, "AvailablePrinters=printer name" needs to set in live link 

config. 
 

Bug Fix: 
 Improved error handling on delivering to try to prevent uncaught exception when trying to deliver order 

 Allocating an order no longer set the order status to "O" 

 View Pick List Report was not showing order lines if user selects no to consolidate. 
 Was allowing blank picker or empty while allocating picker. 
 Was not showing pick list report if user selects No to consolidate & show bins. 
 Was setting order number as due date if user edit due date from despatch manager. 
 Refresh on In-Pick tab was erroring with Invalid Cast Exception. 
 

Stock Tracking 

 

 Fix for: live movement was failing with 'ALTBATCHNO' is not found. 
 Fix for: Opera was crashing when trying to export details from Batch/Serial Enquiry screen. 
 Fix for: few printing issue for PO receipts. 
 Fix for: At the end of order it was failing with Index tag not found. 
 

Stock Take 

 

 Fix for: Export excel from stocktake was not formatting instkvalue, countvalue and diffvalue columns for decimal 
and faceted products. 

 

Tracking 

 

 911332: Allowed search reference 3 to use as Raw Products codes into 1 final product code through the 
production process. 


